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Homosocial Mentorship and the 
Serviceable Female Corpse:
Manhood Rituals in The Tale of Genji

Reginal d Jacks on ジャクソン・レジナルド
University of Michigan

After Murasaki 紫 has died,  Genji 源氏 and his son, Yūgiri 夕霧, 
gaze at her exquisite corpse together. This viewing represents not 

only an instance of unchecked voyeurism but signifies moreover a ped-
agogical exercise of homosocial viewing in which Genji teaches Yūgiri 
how to read a dead female body: a paternal object lesson in how to 
mourn and become a man through staring. The scene allows us to exam-
ine the ethical implications of mourning as impelled by overlapping 
desires to look, read, and teach. Rather than frame Genji and Mura-
saki’s relationship in a romantic heteronormative idiom, I argue that 
Murasaki should be read as an instrument through which homosocial 

Abstract: “The Rites” (Minori) chapter presents a pivotal event in The Tale of Genji: the 
death of Genji’s most beloved wife, Murasaki no Ue. In analyzing this scene, I focus on 
how her death magnifies melancholic attachment to strengthen ties between the bereaved 
male protagonists. Loss of this stunning woman lures two generations of men into a spell 
of deathbed fellowship. After Murasaki has died, Genji and his son, Yûgiri, together gaze 
at her cadaver. Such intimate viewing represents not only an instance of unchecked voy-
eurism but also signifies a pedagogical exercise in which beholding a dead female body 
fosters homosocial communion. This act stages a paternal object lesson in how to mourn 
and earn manhood through rituals of lurid staring. In tracing how dominative desires to 
look, grieve, and teach transpire in the scene, I argue that Murasaki’s flawless corpse fuels 
patriarchal inheritance.

摘要：紫の上の死後、光源氏と夕霧は共に彼女の亡き骸を見つめる。本稿ではその
行為の果たす役割に注目したい。それは哀愁の儀式として機能し、紫の上の死を通
じ、遺された二人の男のホモソーシャルな絆は強まり、夕霧の男性性が醸成されるき
っかけにもなる。

Acknowledgments: I thank the editors and two anonymous readers for their insightful, 
constructive suggestions for revision. 
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mentoring relations are reinforced. I focus on the theme of pedagogy 
here, particularly with regard to its role in perpetuating a Heian repro-
ductive economy in which women function as surrogates whose ser-
viceability depends on the objectification and enforced legibility of 
their bodies—in death as much as in life.
 Written by the female author Murasaki Shikibu 紫式部 (973–
1014?) during the Heian period (794–1185), often considered Japan’s 
golden age, The Tale of Genji (Genji monogatari 源氏物語, 1008) 
heads the Japanese literary canon as a powerful emblem of cultural 
identity. Sometimes touted as the world’s first novel, it is extraordi-
nary for its meticulous rendering of psychological subtleties, inter-
personal conflicts, seasons, clothing, and aesthetic pursuits. Genji’s 
multigenerational plotlines orbit the lusts and losses of the courtier 
“Shining” Genji, whose artistry and political wile allow him to seize 
power behind the scenes, even illicitly fathering an emperor despite 
being unable ever to claim that title himself. For leading Genji scholar 
Mitamura Masako 三田村雅子, this foundational paradox at imperial 
patriarchy’s core drives masculine desires in the tale and shapes Genji’s 
circuitous narrative structure.1 With its multiple registers, shifting per-
spective, and often elliptical style, the tale renders a rich portrait of the 
intricate machinations that seethed beneath Heian aristocratic soci-
ety’s decorous veneer.
 Over fifty-four chapters, the Genji epic chronicles dozens of pro-
tagonists through episodes of sexual intrigue, spirit possession, polit-
ical dispossession, and death. Although scenes centering on human 
death provide the most memorable examples of loss, loss’s drama 
materializes through other absences as well: namely, breaches of patri-
archal sovereignty, the forfeiture of status and home that attends exile, 
and withered machismo. Such relinquishments accent different aspects 
of loss and necessitate methods of working through no less elaborate 
than mourning’s own labor.
 I focus on a scene from Genji in which an aesthetic engagement 
with death arouses anxiety about the survival of masculine authority. 
“The Rites” (Minori 御法) chapter portrays mourning as a  ritual shared 
between father and son, one whose pedagogical value is conferred at 
the expense of the serviceable female corpse. The way in which Mura-

1 See Mitamura Masako, Genji monogatari: tennō ni narenakatta ōji no monogatari 源氏
物語: 天皇になれなかった皇子のものがたり (Tokyo: Shinchōsha, 2008).
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saki’s dead body is regarded by men in the “Minori” mourning scene 
leads me to analyze the gendering effects of grief—the way it chal-
lenges prevailing patterns of masculinity, in particular—in order to 
understand better how death’s supervision preserves asymmetrical 
entitlements along gendered lines. Besides highlighting a relation-
ship between mourning and visual connoisseurship, I examine mourn-
ing’s rituals alongside gestures aimed at securing the male bonds that 
assure aristocratic society’s patriarchal bent. My goal is to theorize how 
mourning and homosociality intersect in Genji. I argue that Mura saki’s 
mourning scene demonstrates how both melancholic and homo social 
practices objectify, subordinate, and sublimate in order to suppress 
loss of a love-object and mend a courtly masculinity.

Lessons in Entitlement
Genji and his son Yūgiri’s joint viewing of Murasaki’s corpse represents 
a mourning ritual that—in both overt and inadvertent ways—teaches 
Yūgiri how to be a man. The woman’s corpse marks a site at which 
men can grieve together to strengthen homosocial ties. This site serves 
moreover as an intimate venue in which competing styles of masculin-
ity struggle for fixity against death’s staggering impact. By confronting 
the men with the alluring spectacle of Murasaki’s unobstructed body, 
the act of mourning allows the transference of the father’s melancholic 
attachment to the son. More significantly, mourning’s rituals of private 
contemplation abet the patrilineal inheritance of dominative modes of 
looking.
 Despite serving as a vehicle for consolidating patriarchal privi-
lege, however, Murasaki’s exposed corpse simultaneously entices and 
perturbs the onlooking men to a degree that signals gender identity’s 
tendency to falter: the corpse’s performativity foregrounds that of mas-
culinity itself—in all its effort to cohere legibly. If “gender is in no way 
a stable identity or locus of agency from which various acts proceed; 
[if,] rather, it is an identity tenuously constituted in time—an identity 
instituted through a stylized repetition of acts,” then the labor of man-
aging death potentially unravels that regimen as bereavement’s rituals 
intrude.2 Even as it is positioned to satisfy Genji and Yūgiri’s need for 

2 Judith Butler, “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in Phenom-
enology and Feminist Theory,” Theatre Journal 40.4 (December 1988): 519; emphasis in 
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consolation, Murasaki’s body nevertheless poses questions in death’s 
wake. Namely, the extent to which her corpse is made serviceable to 
the men’s desires foregrounds the vulnerability of their manhood once 
taxed by mourning’s demands. We might therefore ask the following: 
How are threats to male dominance mitigated by supervising the dead 
female body? How do rituals designed to cope with bonds broken in 
death fortify masculine ties in life? And finally, how does mourning’s 
work recast styles of attachment to soothe or enrich those men tasked 
with carrying on?
 Psychoanalytic and gender theory help us address these questions. 
Scholars working in Japanese have approached Genji through these 
lenses in earnest since the 1970s, often as part of Marxist and feminist 
projects on analyzing dispossession, links between politics and aes-
thetic mediation, phenomenologies of textual engagement, circuits 
of surrogacy and substitution, or the unsustainable nature of impe-
rial succession. As poststructuralist readings proliferated after the late 
1970s, so too did interpretations gain steam that took a more concep-
tually nuanced view of the dominative propensity of modern and pre-
modern political institutions.3 In particular, scholars affiliated with the 
Narrative Research Association (Monogatari kenkyūkai 物語研究会), 
such as Mitani Kuniaki 三谷邦明, Mitamura Masako, and Kawazoe 
Fusae 川添房江, have performed close readings attentive to the histor-
ical and political contexts in which Heian texts were produced, with 
the crucial role played by gender and sexuality within these contexts 
a primary concern.4 Notably, these scholars have developed methods 
to engage theoretical perspectives contrapuntally between discourses, 
without merely subordinating Japanese texts to theories developed 

the original. See also Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity 
(New York: Routledge, 1990), esp. pp. 142–49.   

3 Kamei Hideo 亀井秀雄 outlines these currents in “Theories of Language in the Field 
of Philosophy: Japan in the 1970s,” trans. Jennifer Cullen, in The Linguistic Turn in Contem-
porary Japanese Literary Studies: Politics, Language, Textuality, ed. Michael K. Bourdaghs 
(Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, 2010), pp. 133–58.

4 See, for example, Mitani Kuniaki and Mitamura Masako, Genji monogatari emaki no 
nazo o yomitoku 源氏物語絵卷の謎を読み解く(Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1998); Mita-
mura Masako, “Yūgiri monogatari no jendaa kisei: ‘osanasa,’ ‘wakawakshisa’ to iu hinan 
kara” 夕霧物語のジェンダー規制: 「幼さ」「わかわかしさ」という非難から, Kokubun-
gaku: kaishaku to kanshō 国文学: 解釋と鑑賞 69.8 (2004): 6–13; and Kawazoe Fusae, Sei 
to bunka no Genji monogatari: kaku onna no tanjō 性と文化の源氏物語: 書く女の誕生 
(Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1998).
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outside Japan. Within English-language scholarship of Heian litera-
ture, gender-studies criticism in a feminist vein followed suit from the 
late 1980s onward.5
 Scholars writing in Japanese and English alike have underscored 
gender’s role in structuring literary and social production. In particu-
lar, much effort has been marshaled toward delineating and criticiz-
ing patriarchy and its ramifications. By “patriarchy,” I generally mean 
the systemic and disproportionate appropriation and preservation of 
authority by men, for men’s benefit. This appropriation includes but is 
not limited to institutions—like family structures—arranged to con-
solidate and promote male hegemony, especially in political and eco-
nomic arenas. For example, citing the feminist historian Takamure 
Itsue 高群逸枝 (1894–1964), Esperanza Ramirez-Christensen explains 
that Takamure’s “crucial observation of the matrilocal and matrilin-
eal character of the ancient Japanese family had long been obscured 
by orthodox historians’ primary reliance on the early ritsuryō [律令] 
state’s household registers (koseki [戸籍]).”6
 Although feminist historians determined that the Nara period’s 
(710–784) dominant system “was an incomplete patriarchy more hon-
ored in the letter than in practice,” by the mid-Heian period, patriar-
chy’s “incomplete” character was refurbished to restrict women to far 

5 For example, Andrew Pekarik, ed., Ukifune: Love in “The Tale of Genji” (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1982); Norma Field, The Splendor of Longing in the “Tale of 
Genji” (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1987); Paul Gordon Schalow and Janet 
A. Walker, eds., The Woman’s Hand: Gender and Theory in Japanese Women’s Writing (Stan-
ford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1996); Doris G. Bargen, A Woman’s Weapon: Spirit 
Possession in the Tale of Genji (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1997); H. Richard 
Okada, “Speaking For: Surrogates and The Tale of Genji,” in Crossing the Bridge: Com-
parative Essays on Medieval European and Heian Japanese Women Writers, ed. Barbara 
Stevenson and Cynthia Ho (New York: Palgrave, 2000), pp. 5–27; Rebecca L. Copeland 
and Esperanza Ramirez-Christensen, eds., The Father-Daughter Plot: Japanese Literary 
Women and the Law of the Father (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2001); Edith 
Sarra, Fictions of Femininity: Literary Inventions of Gender in Japanese Court Women’s Mem-
oirs (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2001); Terry Kawashima, Writing Margins: 
The Textual Construction of Gender in Heian and Kamakura Japan (Cambridge, MA: Har-
vard University Asia Center, 2001); Tomiko Yoda, Gender and National Literature: Heian 
Texts in the Constructions of Japanese Modernity (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
2004); Paul Gordon Schalow, A Poetics of Courtly Male Friendship in Heian Japan (Hono-
lulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2007); and Charo B. D’Etcheverry, Love After “The Tale 
of Genji”: Rewriting the World of the Shining Prince (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Asia  Center, 2007). 

6 Ramirez-Christensen, introduction to The Father-Daughter Plot, p. 2.
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greater degrees.7 We see this curtailment clearly in the way landhold-
ing leaves women’s control from the Nara to the early Heian period 
and remains so thereafter. Wakita Haruko asserts that “society was 
moving toward patriarchal domination in the seventh century,” as 
demonstrated by a ritsuryō law that required patrilineal transmission 
of property; a requirement in the house registry system that stipu-
lated registration in the male householder’s name; and the exclusion of 
women from governmental posts (appointment to which served as the 
main vehicle for amassing wealth).8
 Within Murasaki Shikibu’s courtly Heian milieu, the emperor sys-
tem and cutthroat marriage politics, through which overt and covert 
battles for proximity to the throne were waged, loomed large. Mod-
els of aristocratic Heian masculinity geared toward the maintenance 
of male authority helped regulate such systems. These masculine 
advantages included a capacity to travel freely; visual access to female 
bodies through secret peeping; polygamous marriage; access to for-
mal education; rights of property ownership and inheritance; receipt 
of bureaucratic appointments with landed titles; and the right to 
have both one’s family name and personal name registered officially. 
Within this context, female writers like Murasaki Shikibu used litera-
ture as a potent means to criticize the regime under which they lived. 
Ramirez- Christensen declares: “What is artfully concealed beneath 
[Genji’s] decorous facade, is an extended protest against patriarchal 
domination.”9 Indeed, Genji provides deeper insight into that domina-
tion’s micro political aspects: how it materializes and is mediated within 
aesthetic, bodily, and psychic realms. Framed against the backdrop of 
the systematic dispossession women experienced from the eighth cen-
tury onward, Murasaki Shikibu’s epic might seem odd for its relative 
disinterest in land ownership per se. However, concern with questions 
of territory, inheritance, and constraint in its myriad physical, religious, 
and psychic guises, receives exhaustive scrutiny throughout the tale.

7 Ramirez-Christensen, introduction to Father-Daughter Plot, p. 2.
8 Wakita Haruko, “Marriage and Property in Premodern Japan from the Perspective of 

Women’s History,” trans. Suzanne Gay, Journal of Japanese Studies 10.1 (1984): 79–80.
9 Ramirez-Christensen, introduction to Father-Daughter Plot, p. 5. 
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Framing Mourning in The Tale of Genji
The Tale of Genji represents mourning as a spatiotemporal interval of 
concentrated aesthetic investment. Examining Genji’s portrayals of 
mourning therefore only reinforces the intimate link between read-
ing practices and grieving practices. Two common terms for mourning 
during the middle to late Heian period were mo 喪 and imi (忌み or 
斎). The first term indicates a practice related to the “mourning house” 
(moya 喪屋), akin to the “palace of temporary interment” (mogari no 
miya 殯の宮), which Gary Ebersole identifies in some of the earliest 
descriptions of funeral ceremonies, such as those found in the Kojiki 
古事記 (712) and Nihon shoki 日本書紀 (720):

The mogari no miya was constructed immediately following the death of 
a member of the imperial family. . . . The corpse was deposited inside. . . . 
When an adult male member of the imperial family died, all the women 
who had been sexually intimate with the deceased—his wife and his 
concubines—were apparently secluded within the mogari no miya for an 
extended period of time, often for several months.10

Ebersole connects the space’s gendered, political significance to its 
physical design. This structure fits within a broader practice of double 
burial, the standard funerary practice from the Nara to the early Heian 
era, when Buddhist mourning and memorial practices were common 
but not yet dominant. By the mid-Heian period, the Buddhist estab-
lishment monopolized the market for death services, and cremation 
was the preferred method of corpse disposal. Of particular interest in 
Ebersole’s discussion is the mourning site’s status as a space of polit-
ical contestation and potential sexual violence: “The mogari no miya 
was heavily guarded . . . to protect the secluded women from sexual 
attack.”11
 Given beliefs about death’s pollution, the seclusion period sym-
bolized a religious quarantine. Moreover, given the slew of epidemics 
that devastated the capital in the mid-Heian period, the new prefer-
ence for cremation over burial reflected increased concern with the 

10 Gary L. Ebersole, Ritual Poetry and the Politics of Death in Early Japan (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1989), pp. 127–28. 

11 Ebersole, Ritual Poetry, p. 128.
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pragmatics of eradicating pollution literally. Mourning represented not 
only a program of ritual behaviors but also a physical state and atten-
dant architectural space to inhabit. For courtiers, mourning meant 
withdrawing from official responsibilities and holing up. This with-
drawal externalized through self-imposed confinement the inner tur-
moil characterized by tropes such as “kokoro no yami” 心の闇 (heart’s 
darkness), which a parent or spouse might feel upon their loved 
one’s passing. Mourning connotes an enclosed space of privation and 
abstention, lasting for a set period based on how intimate the deceased 
and mourner were.12
 Clothing, too, exhibited the mourner’s emotional darkness. 
Mourning could be worn as well as be experienced emotionally. Heian 
custom involved wearing hemp robes dyed gray (sōfuku 喪服), or usu-
zumigoromo (薄墨衣) “a robe of thin ink color.” For example, when 
Genji mourns his wife Aoi 葵, “It seemed like a dream now to be wear-
ing gray, and the thought that her gray would have been still darker if 
she had outlived him prompted, ‘I may do no more, and the mourn-
ing I now wear is a shallow gray, but my tears upon my sleeves have 
gathered in deep pools’” (p. 178).13 Generally speaking, the deeper the 
grief, the darker the gray.14 
 Different gendered expectations also conditioned things,  however, 
as “a wife mourning her husband wore darker gray than a husband 
mourning his wife, and she mourned him a year in contrast to his 
three months.”15 By the same token, imiake 忌み明け, or “the end of 
mourning,” connotes a lightening that applied as much to clothing—
as the death-date receded, brighter garments could be worn—as to 
residences reopening, which allowed for restored mobility and social 

12 Standard Buddhist practice dictated a forty-nine-day mourning period, with ser-
vices performed every seven days for seven weeks.

13 All parenthetical page numbers refer to Murasaki Shikibu, The Tale of Genji, trans. 
Royall Tyler, 2 vols. (New York: Viking, 2001). All English quotations of the text come 
from Tyler’s translation (which is paginated consecutively across the volumes) unless 
noted otherwise. 

14 As the Heian era ended, black robes were worn instead of gray ones. See Masuda 
Yoshiko 増田美子, “Heian jidai no mofuku: ryōan shōzoku o chūshin ni” 平安時代の喪
服: 諒闇装束を中心に, Nihon kasei gakkai shi 日本家政学会誌 52.10 (2001): 973–82. On 
depictions of mourning-wear in Genji, see Yamanishi Yōko 山西陽子, “Genji monogatari 
ni okeru mofuku no byōsha hōhō” 『源氏物語』における喪服の描写方法, Ōtani joshi 
dai kokubun 大谷女子大国文 34 (2004): 45–59. 

15 The Tale of Genji, p. 178n45.
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intercourse. It is crucial to understand the process of mourning as 
involving aesthetic and performative elements that exceed the solitary 
context of religious observance.16
 Heian examples of mourning stress its link to practices of seclu-
sion, disorientation, and violence that, for all their historical and cul-
tural particularity, nevertheless coincide with Freudian formulations 
of “sorrow-work” (trauerarbeit).17 As with any theory—Western or 
Japanese—that does not originate in the Heian period, one should 
avoid effacing the historical and cultural particularities of texts like 
Genji. Yet it is also important to underscore the uncanny points of con-
fluence between psychoanalytic formulations and Genji’s portrayals of 
managing loss. Ramirez-Christensen makes a compelling case for such 
a confluence as it relates to depictions of sexual violence and patriar-
chal privilege:

Yet how is it possible to read the female-authored Genji and not sense that 
something like the oedipal plot is variously at work in the unconscious of 
the text? It is not only that Genji famously plays the role of father/husband/
lover to the work’s much admired heroine—and dutiful daughter/wife—
Murasaki. One of the most disturbing scenes of this narrative is surely when 
he deflowers the still childlike girl whom he has been rearing as an adopted 
daughter, making her his wife. This act, striking the modern reader as no 
different from father-daughter rape or incestuous abuse, momentarily tears 
apart the haze of aesthetic/erotic illusion and makes one wonder about 
the reality of paternal domination behind the fiction of pseudoincest. 
When a female author in early eleventh-century Japan describes, with 
such psychologically compelling vividness, the effects on the girl of such 
an incidence of sexual violence, what are we to make of it? Did Murasaki 
Shikibu place this singular scene early in the novel to put before her readers 
the reality of paternal violence that undergirds the social institutions of her 
court society? Or was such conduct permissible as an upper-class or even 

16 Ishii Teruyoshi 石井輝義 notes that “mo” designated what took place at the burial 
site proper, while “sō” marked practices occurring elsewhere. He breaks the mourning 
process into three stages, discussing the interplay between the state’s establishment of 
legal parameters for mourning and personal expressions of grief from the seventh to ninth 
centuries. See Ishii Teruyoshi, “Ritsuryō kokka no sōsō: gōzoku no sōsōken no yukue” 律
令国家の喪葬: 豪族の喪葬権の行方, Shien 史苑 57.1 (October 1996): 7–28.

17 Sigmund Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” in vol. 14 of The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, trans. James Strachey (London:  Hogarth 
Press, 1957–1974), p. 244. 
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imperial  privilege, given that Genji is in this narrative invested with the 
splendor of an emperor in all but name?18

Psychoanalytic theories of subject formation and object relations can 
thus provide ways of understanding better the interactions that bind 
mourning to aesthetic, gendered, and dominative practices in Genji. 
Their insights supplement those we as readers develop through close 
examinations of the narrative’s depictions of how protagonists cope 
with death.

Melancholic and Homosocial Intertexts
Freud describes mourning as “the reaction to the loss of a loved per-
son, or to the loss of some abstraction which has taken the place of one, 
such as one’s country, liberty, an ideal, and so on.”19 In Genji, we find a 
range of formulations used to denote such reactions to loss. Versions 
of “imi” predominate when referring to the actual practice of “mourn-
ing seclusion,” whereas words and phrases like “kanashibi haberu” かな
しびはべる (to grieve); “monoomohi ni shizumi” 物思ひに沈み (sink 
into grim reflection); “ahare ni fukaki kokorobahe wo kuwahe” あはれに
深き心ばへを加へ (sorrowfully adding deep deliberation); or other 
variations of ahare mark characters’ emotional response to death.20 
Besides crying and composing poetry, other actions that predominate 
in Genji’s portrayals of mourning are “gazing up into the sky” (sora wo 
afugite nagame tamafu 空を仰ぎてながめ給), which occurs both when 
Kashiwagi’s father mourns him and when Genji “gazes more than ever 
at the heavens” (itodo sora wo nagame tamafu いとど空をながめタ給ふ) 
in mourning Murasaki.21 A physical enervation can accompany grief 

18 Ramirez-Christensen, introduction to Father-Daughter Plot, pp. 4–5.
19 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” p. 243. 
20 These terms can be found in Murasaki Shikibu, Genji monogatari, ed. Yanai Shigeshi 

柳井滋 et al., vols. 19–23 of Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei 新日本古典文学大系 
(Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1993–1997) [hereafter Genji monogatari], cited here in order by 
chapter name: “Suma” 須磨, v. 20, p. 8; “Hatsune” 初音, v. 20, p. 382; “Kashiwagi” 柏木, v. 
22, p. 39. The descriptions following Kashiwagi’s death underscore the plasticity of “ahare.” 
“Nageku” (to lament) also appears extensively but often overlaps with disappointments 
unrelated to mourning.  Note that I transcribe the historical kana spellings when pos-
sible—so あはれ (ahare) or ものおもひ (monoomohi) as the term appears in Genji—to 
emphasize that I am using a Heian notion of poignancy, not an Edo Motoori Norinaga本
居宣長 version, for instance. The rationale is to remind readers of the orthographic and 
thus conceptual distance between similar looking terms. 

21 Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 38; v. 22, p. 201. On funerary practices during the early 
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(“Genji did not have the strength to lift [Yūgao’s 夕顔 corpse] in his 
arms,” p. 69), as can flailing and falling (“The gentlewomen present felt 
lost in a nightmare, and their attendants worried that as they writhed 
about, they might even fall from their carriages,” p. 761) and forsaking 
one’s appearance (“His Excellency’s still handsome figure was more 
sadly wasted than any filial son’s, and his beard was more ragged with 
neglect,” p. 690).22 These examples provide a sense of how death’s 
aftermath shapes emotional and physical disposition.
 It is crucial to recognize that The Tale of Genji is predicated on 
failed mourning. Genji begins with grieving—three protagonists 
die within the first chapter alone—and the first part of the narrative 
revolves around melancholic mourning. The Kiritsubo Emperor’s 
(Kiritsubo no Mikado 桐壺帝) beloved, Genji’s mother, dies within 
the first few pages of the tale, and it is in fact this shattering death that 
sets the tale in motion: “This news [‘that just past midnight she had 
breathed her last’] put His Majesty in such a state that he shut himself 
away [komori wohashimasu 籠りをはします], wholly lost to all around 
him” (p. 5).23 His response to his beloved’s death squares with Freud’s 
classic account of mourning and melancholia:

The distinguishing mental features of melancholia are a profoundly painful 
dejection, cessation of interest in the outside world, loss of the capacity to 
love, inhibition of all activity, and a lowering of the self-regarding feelings 
to a degree that finds utterance in self-reproaches and self-revilings, and 
culminates in a delusional expectation of punishment. This picture becomes 
a little more intelligible when we consider that, with one exception, the 
same traits are met with in mourning. The disturbance of self-regard is 
absent in mourning; but otherwise the features are the same.24

Heian period as they relate to Murasaki’s death, see Takada Nobutaka 高田信敬, “Mura-
saki no ue sōsō: Minori maki senchū” 紫上葬送: 御法巻箋註, Murasaki むらさき 37 
(2000): 83–91. 

22 On the changing role of those involved in managing death, with a focus on the tran-
sition from Heian deathbed practices to Tokugawa mortuary rituals, see Jacqueline I. 
Stone, “With the Help of ‘Good Friends’: Deathbed Ritual Practices in Early Medieval 
Japan,” in Death and the Afterlife in Japanese Buddhism, ed. Jacqueline I. Stone and Mariko 
Namba Walter (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2008), pp. 61–101.

23 For an account of mourning’s place in Genji and the momentum lent to the narra-
tive’s plot by the Kiritsubo Consort’s death, see Imanishi Yuichirō 今西祐一郎, “Aishō to 
shi: Genji monogatari shiron” 哀傷と死: 源氏物語試論, Kokugo kokubun 国語国文 48.8 
(1979): 1–23.

24 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” p. 244.
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If “the complex of melancholia is like an open wound, drawing to itself 
cathectic energies . . . from all directions, and emptying the ego until it 
is totally impoverished,” then the Kiritsubo Intimate’s (Kiritsubo no Kōi 
桐壺更衣) traumatizing demise punctures the heart of the tale, leaving a 
wound that can never be sealed.25 This irreparable wound sets the stage 
for Genji’s subsequent attachment to surrogates like Fujitsubo 藤壺 and 
Murasaki, women who resemble the lost mother he can never retrieve. 
As Koike Seiji 小池清治 observes, this death “establishes Genji’s charac-
ter and sets him moving” as he “begins his ‘pilgrimage of women.’”26
 As Murasaki’s case reveals, this inaugural bereavement exerts a 
powerfully structuring influence upon the plots that ensue. More-
over, the manner in which the emperor grieves for Genji’s mother 
establishes from the narrative’s very first chapter an intimate corre-
spondence between mourning and aesthetic practice. Specifically, the 
Kiritsubo Emperor mourns through artistic diversion:

The garden court was in its autumn glory, and on the pretext of admiring 
it he had quietly called into attendance four or five of his most engaging 
gentlewomen, with whom he was now conversing. Lately he had been 
spending all his time examining illustrations of “The Song of Unending 
Sorrow” commissioned by Emperor Uda [Uda tennō 宇多天皇], with 
poems by Ise [伊勢] and Tsurayuki [貫之]; and other poems as well, in 
native speech or Chinese [yamato no koto no ha wo mo, morokoshi no uta 
wo mo 大和言の葉をも唐土の歌をも], as long as they were on that 
theme, which was the constant topic of his conversation. (p. 10)

The Kiritsubo Emperor is disconsolate, content to let rumors of his 
impropriety and enfeeblement swirl. That he mourns such a lowly 
consort so fervently attracts contempt from those perturbed by grief ’s 
capacity to nullify their cherished protocols of rank. That he calls 
women to his side to help alleviate his sorrow marks his mourning as 

25 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” p. 253.
26 Koike Seiji, “Genji monogatari ni okeru shi no imi: monogatari naibu no shi to 

gaibu no shi” 源氏物語における死の意味: 物語内部の死と外部の死, Kokubungaku: 
kaishaku to kyōzai no kenkyū 国文学: 解釈と教材の研究 53.11 (2008): 27. Koike attri-
butes Murasaki Shikibu’s use of death as a fictional trope to her knowledge of classic texts 
like the Nihon shoki and the Chinese histories. See Koike Seiji, “Genji monogatari o ten-
kai saseru gendōryoku to shite no ‘shi’: Genji monogatari wa kanketsu shiteiru to iu setsu” 
『源氏物語』を展開させる原動力としての「死」:『源氏物語』は完結しているという説, 

Utsunomiya daigaku kokusai gakubu kenkyū ronshū 宇都宮大学国際学部研究論集, no. 9 
(March 1, 2000): A30.
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a communal, feminizing process that forces him to withdraw from his 
official duties as sovereign to seek comfort in less masculine pursuits as 
he “struggled in vain to control himself, despite his resolve to display 
no strong emotion.”27 By shutting himself in and narrowing his focus 
to only those activities that were on the theme of loss, the Kiritsubo 
Emperor aligns himself further with Freud’s description of mourning: 
“Profound mourning, the reaction to the loss of someone who is loved, 
contains the same painful frame of mind, the same loss of interest in 
the outside world—in so far as it does not recall him—the same loss 
of capacity to adopt any new object of love (which would mean replac-
ing him) and the same turning away from any activity that is not con-
nected with thoughts of him.”28
 Beyond highlighting the emasculating capacity of grief, the narra-
tive’s description also depicts Genji’s father’s mourning practice as an 
intertextual, transmedia, translingual practice of reading that moves 
across calligraphy and painting, between “Yamato language” and 
“Morokoshi poetry.”29 This consolatory, diverse reading practice estab-
lishes from Genji’s outset a strong connection between melancholic 
mourning—an “Unending Sorrow” mirrored in the Chinese poem—
and textual engagement. Reading becomes a process by which to per-
form the work of mourning as Genji’s father literally mourns through 
reading. He alternates between looking at images and poems in differ-
ent styles, scripts, and languages, and discusses his grief incessantly 
with the ladies he has gathered to his side. This last detail connotes a 
feminization in mourning, as the emperor sequesters himself among 
the women, shirks his imperial duties, and thus abandons his standard 
public display of a sanctioned regal masculinity. 

27 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” p. 253.
28 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” p. 244.
29 For an extensive account of the mourning process following the Kiritsubo Intimate’s 

death, see Amano Kiyoko 天野紀代子, Tonda Genji monogatari: shi to aitō no hyōgen 跳
んだ「源氏物語」: 死と哀悼の表現 (Tokyo: Shintensha, 2009), pp. 11–41. Uoo Yukihisa 
魚尾孝久 notes that, in addition to beginning with such a devastating death, the narra-
tive uses death as a plot device that allows for multiple perspectives to be portrayed. He 
also claims that the Kiritsubo Intimate’s death influences every death after it. See Uoo 
Yukihisa, “Genji monogatari to bukkyō: Kiritsubo kōi no shi o megutte” 源氏物語と仏
教: 桐壺更衣の死をめぐって, Kokubungaku tōsa 國文學踏査, no. 16 ( July 1991): 103–14. 
Joshua Mostow observes that pictures “offer both consolation for absent love” and “exac-
erbate the very longing they seem designed to alleviate . . . the pictures, and the poems, 
help him to long for her.” Joshua Mostow, “‘Picturing’ in The Tale of Genji,” The Journal of 
the Association of Teachers of Japanese 33.1 (1999): 3.
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 Furthermore, grief not only urges Genji’s father to read promis-
cuously but also compels him to scour his archive for portrayals of 
anguish that parallel his own. In this way, mourning propels a kind of 
consolatory scholarship, where bereavement drives a citational pro-
cess of sifting references—“as long as they were on that theme”—and 
concentrates reflection and discussion on the “constant topic” of loss. 
But the identification sought by the Kiritsubo Emperor possesses 
another dimension. Namely, if we recognize that his consolation finds 
its object in Emperor Uda’s commissioned rendition of a Bai Juyi 白
居易 poem, we notice an intertextual connection between men that 
fastens at mourning’s core. That this intertextual homosocial rapport 
is established with “four or five of his most engaging gentlewomen” 
only foregrounds how male-male ties can intensify within the mixed- 
gender spaces devised to ease death’s burden. As we will see, traces of 
the Kiritsubo Emperor’s brand of melancholic scrutiny resurface once 
his son and grandson confront Murasaki’s corpse.
 As Eve Sedgwick outlines, male homosocial relationships can 
adjoin the sexual while also spanning relations of rivalry, mentorship, 
paternalism, and misogyny—without requiring sexual contact per se. 
For her, “[homosocial] is applied to such activities as ‘male bonding,’ 
which may, as in our society, be characterized by intense homo phobia, 
fear and hatred of homosexuality. To draw the ‘homosocial’ back into 
the orbit of ‘desire,’ of the potentially erotic, then, is to hypothesize 
the potential unbrokenness of a continuum between homosocial and 
homosexual.”30 As the ensuing treatment of homosocial interaction in 
“Minori” bears out, this male bonding need not accompany homopho-
bic behavior. However, Sedgwick’s theory rightly stresses the comple-
mentary relation between desire—erotic or otherwise—and the fears 
that encircle it. For although homophobia appears absent from Genji, 
misogyny nonetheless incises the narrative from its earliest passages 
onward.
 The Kokiden Consort’s (Kokiden no Nyōgo 弘徽殿女御) rival 
faction bullies Genji’s mother to death in chapter 1. That this mur-
derous maltreatment of women by women in fact causes the emper-
or’s mourning demonstrates the extent to which homosocial violence 

30 Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985), p. 1.
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can impel practices of mourning and reading both. Regarding men’s 
treatment of women, in recognizing the entwinement of practices like 
male-male mentorship with misogyny, Sedgwick’s formulation delin-
eates how desires to subject, undermine, or objectify women subsidize 
patriarchal structures. Hence turning our attention to the intricacies 
of aristocratic male homosocial interaction between Genji and his son 
reveals violent strains constitutive of systems of social reproduction 
within Heian society more broadly.

Death Wish Denial
We can consider these patriarchal tendencies in the prelude to Mura-
saki’s death:

Lady Murasaki’s health remained very poor after her serious illness, and she 
had suffered ever since from a vague lingering malaise. It was not especially 
threatening, but all those months and years did not bode well, and by now 
she was so frail that Genji felt very anxious indeed. The thought of outliving 
her even briefly appalled him. She herself asked nothing more of this life 
and had no particular wish to stay, for she had no fond ties to detain her; 
at heart she regretted only what he would suffer when the bond between 
them failed. She commissioned many holy services for her own good in her 
next life, and she often asked to become what she still wished to be, so that 
she could give the little time she had left entirely to her devotions; but he 
refused. (p. 755)

At death’s door, Murasaki “lay prostrate and in pain” (p. 756) and “sim-
ply went on growing weaker and weaker” (p. 757). In addition to her 
frailty, we learn of Murasaki’s thwarted desire to “become what she 
still wished to be”: a nun. She has no “fond ties,” or children, tying 
her to society, and maintains “no particular wish to stay.” While Genji 
becomes worried about Murasaki’s poor health (lit. “[there was] no 
limit to his thoughts of grief ”: 院の思ほし嘆く事限りなし) and is 
appalled by “the thought of outliving her even briefly” (しばしにても、
おくれきこえ給はむことをばいみじかるべくおぼし), his deeper con-
cern rests with her desire to leave him, more than the world proper.31 
This fear of abandonment wrenches the whole narrative’s trajectory.

31 Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 162.
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 Living under a state of censure, Murasaki can only express her 
true feelings obliquely, in terse tones whose intensity transmits more 
than the words’ meaning: “[Murasaki] confined herself to a few, quiet 
remarks about the fleeting character of life, but the conviction in her 
voice conveyed her desolation better than any words” (p. 758). Here 
the “conviction in her voice” is more literally an “indication of a lack 
of shallowness in her way of speaking more moving than what she’d 
seemed to utter.”32 This mismatch between the speakable and what is 
actually spoken evokes Ramirez-Christensen’s claim that The Tale of 
Genji’s “silent protest [against patriarchal domination] is in spite of the 
consolation it seeks in the utopian discourse of the poetic exchange as 
a perfect communication between man and woman, even and espe-
cially because they don’t see eye to eye and sexual relations must be 
negotiated by the power of the poetic word.”33 By the time Genji and 
Murasaki exchange their last poems we find utopian discourse warped. 
Lack of superficiality in Murasaki’s speech emerges as much from 
bodily deterioration as from resentment. Her voice intimates more 
than it says as her tone discloses Genji’s duress in detaining her.
 Genji refuses Murasaki’s request to become a nun and “she 
resented his refusal because it would obviously be too unkind and 
contrary of her to act on her own, without his permission” (p. 755). 
This conflict structures the “Minori” chapter’s main tension: a dis-
pute about whether to remain subject to life’s demands or to circum-
vent them. Genji enforces his preference to keep Murasaki living by his 
side, despite her desire to die in the style she wishes. Genji’s behavior, 
while understandable given his love for Murasaki, reads as domineer-
ingly melancholic. Faced with the likelihood of losing the loved object, 
Genji tightens his grip, asserting his patriarchal authority to secure 
the potentially fugitive object and preserve the blissful integrity of the 
world he has built himself. Genji’s preference shuns the ethical ques-
tion of how to die, opting for an aesthetic imperative instead. Indeed it 

32 あさはかにはあらずのたまひしたるけはいなどぞ、言に出でたらんよりもあはれ
に; Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 168.

33 Ramirez-Christensen, introduction to Father-Daughter Plot, p. 5. Matsuoka 
Tomoyuki 松岡智之 notes that an inability to discuss her impending death with her inti-
mates plagues Murasaki, enriching her interiority. See Matsuoka, “Shi: Murasaki no ue 
no shi o chūshin ni” 死: 紫の上の死を中心に, in Genji monogatari no gyōji to fūzoku 源
氏物語の行事と風俗, vol. 11 of Genji monogatari kenkyū shūsei 源氏物語研究集成, ed. 
Masuda Shigeo 増田繁夫, Suzuki Hideo 鈴木日出夫, and Ii Haruki 伊井春樹 (Tokyo: 
Kazama shobō, 2002), p. 210. 
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is the galling sight of Murasaki’s frailty that prevents Genji from hon-
oring her request. He is so blinded by the deterioration of her delicate 
body that Murasaki’s death wish loses legible form, buried beneath 
more robust attachments.

Melancholic Pedagogy’s  
Curtailment of Promise

To understand better how Genji’s attachments affect pedagogical rela-
tionships, such as his rapport with Yūgiri, we need to retrace Murasa-
ki’s path to pristine stillness. A genealogy of her deathbed’s tranquility 
reveals its image of unperturbed capture as clashing with the bustle 
with which she enters the story:

For want of better to do during what remained of the long day, he melted 
into the heavy twilight mists toward the brushwood fence that had caught 
his eye. He then sent the others back and peered through the fence with 
Lord Koremitsu. . . . Two handsome, grown-up women and some page girls 
were wandering in and out of the room. In among them came running a girl 
of ten or so, wearing a softly rumpled [nahetaru kite なへたる着て] kerria 
rose layering over a white gown and, unlike the other children, an obvious 
future beauty. Her hair cascaded like a spread fan [yurayura to shite ゆらゆ
らとして] behind her as she stood there, her face all red from crying. . . . 
She is one I would like to see when she grows up! Genji thought, fascinated. 
Indeed, he wept when he realized that it was her close resemblance to the 
lady who claimed all his heart that made it impossible for him to take his 
eyes off her [me tomari tamahu 目とまり給]. “You hate even to have it 
combed,” the nun said, stroking the girl’s hair, “but what beautiful hair it is!” 
(pp. 86–87)34

 Genji’s inability to stomach Yūgao’s death leads him here to 
recover: “despite his wish to be strong he was too young and seeing 
[Yūgao] lost completely undid him” (p. 68). As a result of Yūgao’s 
death and encountering the vengeful spirit that killed her, Genji “felt 
sick. His head ached, he seemed to have a fever, and all in all he felt so 
very ill that he thought he might soon be done for himself ” (p. 70).35 

34 Genji monogatari, v. 19, pp. 157–58.
35 See Hayashi Yoshiro, “Mental Illness in The Tale of Genji,” Gifu daigaku igakubu kiyō 
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Having visited these misty hills to be cured, Genji blends into the land-
scape, settling in for a satisfying look as he convalesces.36
 Then Murasaki bursts in. Note the varied movement: wandering in 
and out, running, stroking, rumpled clothing, and pretty, uncombed, 
hair. The term “naetaru” connotes “softly rumpled,” indicating child-
ish disregard for primness. The phrasing used to describe her hair also 
denotes motion, implying length and fullness, but also the quiver of 
strands as she sobs.37
 By contrast, note the fixity of Genji’s gaze in relation to these mov-
ing female bodies. Genji’s scopic stability here lets him assert masculin-
ity through voyeurism. Attentive to this scene’s contrast between stasis 
and motion, asymmetries congeal. This scene interests me because it 
portrays Genji as a voyeur whose physical immobility in relation to the 
moving women sets melancholia’s substitutive mechanism in motion. 
Leveraged against movement, this spectatorial emplacement lets the 
melancholic subject reside in a myth of mastery.
 Yet although Genji’s position as voyeur connotes dominance, this 
scene nevertheless reveals his vulnerability to loss’s sudden reemer-
gence. Here that loss manifests itself as a teary, fascinated grief. At this 
moment, not sexual desire but the weight of unfinished grieving makes 
him stare. The intensity of his gaze corresponds to the enduring incom-
pletion of the mourning process and unfinished attempts to redress 
former loss: “He now longed for the pleasure of having her with him 
day and night, to make up for the absence of the lady he loved” (p. 87). 
This longing spurs compensatory practices akin to his self-indulgent 

岐阜大学医学部紀要 51 (2003): 197–200. Hayashi diagnoses Genji with borderline per-
sonality disorder and attachment malformation. Kubukihara Rei 久富木原玲, “Genji 
monogatari no mittsū to yamai” 源氏物語の密通と病, Nihon bungaku 日本文学 50.5 
(2001): 3, 7 underscores Genji’s illness as literally “child sickness” (warawa yamahi 童病), 
suggesting that the use of this evocative phrasing for Genji alone hints at his liaison with 
Fujitsubo.

36 Illness also functions as a plot device allowing male protagonists to hide or transport 
themselves during trysts. See Matsuoka Tomoyuki, “Koi no bikō to yamai: ‘Genji mono-
gatari’ Hikaru Genji to Niou no Miya no baai” 恋の微行と病: 『源氏物語』光源氏と匂宮
の場合, Nihon bungaku 50.5 (2001): 44–53. Iinuma Kiyoko 飯沼清子 also highlights this 
device but focuses the ability of illness to incite love. See Iinuma Kiyoko, “Genji mono gatari 
ni okeru ‘yamai’ byōsha no imi: hyōgenron no ikkan to shite” 源氏物語における〈病〉描
写の意味: 表現論の一環として, Kokugakuin zasshi 國學院雜誌 83.2 (1982): 33, 39.

37 On Murasaki’s initial physical description and her hair’s sexual connotations, see 
Haraoka Fumiko 原岡文子, “Murasaki no ue no tōjō: shōjo no shintai wo ninatte” 紫の
上の登場—–少女の身体を担って, Nihon bungaku 43.6 (1994): 40–49.
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staring upon first spying Murasaki. Namely, it drives Genji to become 
Murasaki’s teacher, as he assumes a paternal role and scrutinizes her 
fledgling hand and demeanor, training them to accord with his stan-
dards of desirable femininity in general and the deceased Fujitsubo’s 
ideal in particular. This pedagogical relationship with Murasaki, with 
all the solicitous surveillance it entails, frames her subjectification 
within his household. Moreover, it foreshadows the inspection her 
corpse undergoes under the gaze of Genji and his son.   

Deathbed Practice: Rehearsing Masculinity 
Through Melancholic Mourning

The scene in which Genji and Yūgiri mourn Murasaki’s death allows 
us to consider the process by which subjection and bereavement 
intersect:

“At any rate, it might be just as well to do as she wished. They say that one 
day and night of abstinence will have their reward. It would not light her 
way to the world beyond just to cut her hair, though, if she is gone, and she 
would only be more painful to look at, so I am not sure that I recommend 
it.” Yūgiri summoned this monk and that [monk] from among those who 
had gone to prepare for the mourning confinement, and he arranged 
whatever else was needed as well. 
 [Yūgiri] had not once during those years thought of her in any culpable 
way, but he asked himself, When will I ever see her again as I saw her then? 
I have always been aware that I never heard her voice, and I know that that 
voice is now one I will never hear, but this is the moment, if there is ever to 
be one, for me to satisfy this longing for another look at her, or at least at her 
mortal shell. At the thought he wept without shame. Meanwhile the women 
were sobbing and wailing. “Do be quiet!” he cried as though to reprove 
them, and at the same time he lifted the curtain. 
 The glimmer of dawn was not bright enough to see by, and his father 
had put the lamp beside her with its wick raised high. Genji was gazing 
at a face of perfect sweetness and beauty, so absorbed that when his son 
looked in, he seemed not even to think of screening her. “There she is, just 
as she always was, but you can tell that it is all over,” he said. He pressed a 
sleeve to his face while [Yūgiri], his eyes dim with tears, blinked hard so 
as to look longer, though his overwhelming sorrow must have made that 
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difficult. Her exquisitely lovely hair lay simply beside her, each strand in 
place and gleaming with the kindliest of lights. In the lamp’s bright glow 
her face shone very white. Stretched out this way in all the innocence of her 
state, she looked even more flawless than she had in life, when she had so 
studiously kept out of sight. Contemplating her perfection, [Yūgiri] longed 
for her soul to come back from death into her body, but there was no hope 
of that. . . . 
 . . . . The funeral was somehow done that very day; stern custom in this 
cruel world forbade [Genji] to contemplate her cast-off husk forever. (pp. 
760–61)

The innocence of Murasaki’s appearance here links Murasaki’s depic-
tions as a sprightly child and frozen corpse. Norma Field notes that 
“‘innocent’ here stands for nani gokoro nakute—literally, ‘without a 
thought,’ hence ‘un-self-conscious.’ It is a phrase that was used to char-
acterize the child Murasaki. When she burst in on Genji and was urged 
by Shōnagon to sit close to him . . . when she told Genji that she did 
not know how to write well yet.”38 This tenor of naiveté makes it easier 
for men like Genji and Yūgiri to have their way in shaping the meaning 
and function of Murasaki in both life and death.
 In life, Genji took the young Murasaki into his household and 
trained her in the ways of poetry, calligraphy, and picture-making. 
These activities eased the tensions between them and enabled Genji’s 
domestication of Murasaki as an adopted daughter and eventual lover. 
In teaching her to write, especially, he disciplines Murasaki into align-
ment with an idealized melancholic template. In death, Murasaki is not 
granted full release from these predations and is still instrumentalized. 
She is not treated as a subject of pedagogical or matrimonial discipline 
this time but instead becomes a utile object through which Genji’s son 
can learn to appropriate some measure of his father’s leverage.  
 Yūgiri refuses to have Murasaki’s hair cut—despite her wishes to 
the contrary. In the context of this unwillingness to honor her prefer-
ences for the benefit of himself and his father, the disappointed real-
ization, “I never heard her voice,” betrays an ironic admission that her 
voice had never been heeded respectfully enough to comply with its 
speaker’s request.39 In this case, to not cut the hair is to disrespect and 

38 Field, Splendor of Longing, p. 197.
39 Matsui Kenji analyzes the protagonists’ gesture of covering their mouths in terms 
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dominate the other. Murasaki longed to leave the world but was denied 
this option. Her hair, in all its perfection thus symbolizes the extent 
to which her desires have been policed. With their excessively smooth 
texture, the stilled tresses mark an imposition of another’s will. 
 More significantly, to cut the hair would be to sever ties with the 
world at large and, in the case of Murasaki—who serves as a substi-
tute for Fujitsubo—to force an end to Genji’s melancholic attachment. 
The cut would trigger an acknowledgment of the women’s disparity, 
thereby interrupting Genji’s longstanding misrecognition of them to 
impel a shift away from melancholic denial toward mourning’s con-
clusive acceptance of loss. Just before the men go in to see Murasaki’s 
corpse, Genji comes to terms with her passing: 

“I think it is all over,” he said. “I cannot refuse her now in this extremity what 
she wanted so much for all those years. I hear no worthy monks and healers 
chanting scriptures anymore, but they cannot all have gone yet. I know it is 
too late for her in this life, but please tell them they are to cut her hair, so that 
she may at least have the Buddha's mercy on the dark road before her.” He 
struggled to speak bravely, but his face belied his manner. (p. 760)

 Even as Genji seems poised to finally move on, Yūgiri takes up his 
father’s melancholic mantle and redoubles his nostalgia, refusing to 
cut Murasaki’s hair and thus to mourn successfully. After making the 
funerary arrangements, Yūgiri is driven to steal one final look at Mura-
saki, whom he first glimpsed as a boy. Note that he desires to revisit 
the past through intensified visual scrutiny. Yūgiri’s inner monologue 
expresses a desire not just to corroborate a wistful image but to capi-
talize on this particular moment of death, in which Murasaki is unable 
to withhold herself from sight, to extract what he wants. Rather than 
leave her in peace, Yūgiri opts instead to exploit her death to nourish 
his own nostalgia.
 He silences the other mourners and lifts the curtain to the body 
in the same gesture, shutting them out to establish special privacy for 
himself even as he exposes Murasaki’s corpse to view. Yūgiri’s com-
mand quiets the scene, making it easier for him to concentrate his 

of the gender politics conditioning female comportment—and shame. See Matsui Kenji, 
“‘Genji monogatari’ no shintai no hyōi: Murasaki no ue no ‘kuchi ohohi’ kara”『源氏物語』
の身体の表意—–紫上の「口おほひ」から, Komazawa kokubun 駒澤國文 34 (1997): 
81–98.
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visual attention by stifling sound. That it is women’s sounds of mourn-
ing that he quells underscores moreover the transition into an exclu-
sively masculine preserve, in which verbal expressions of grief are 
restrained in favor of rapt gazing. (Yūgiri will not speak again once the 
curtain has been raised.) The curtain lifting also symbolizes entrance 
into a venue within which the corpse can be not only observed but 
also savored as spectacle.
 How should we understand the performative significance of this 
scene? The curtain could represent the entrance to a theater, but it 
could just as well mark the threshold of a stage. In this case, the men 
who cross it become not merely spectators but actors as well. The 
two living bodies and the dead one all participate in the same morbid 
drama, albeit unequally. Given the gendered implications of the view-
ing, we might begin by understanding the silencing as an illocutionary 
speech act designed not only to produce quiet but also to instantiate 
the deathbed as a space set apart from the ordinary context of mourn-
ing. In shouting and lifting the curtain at the same moment, Yūgiri 
combines verbal and physical gestures to sever a connection with his 
surroundings and simultaneously produce a detached venue in which 
to exercise his prerogatives. The command he gives the women can 
also be read as a preperformance of sorts, a prelude to his more con-
certed efforts to buttress manhood—overseeing the corpse of his 
father’s wife, no less. This preliminary gesture should prompt us to rec-
ognize masculinity, not as an ontological fact, but rather as a quality to 
be practiced through the stylized repetition of acts like shouting and 
ogling women’s bodies.
 Characterized by its activity and imposition, the masculinity Yūgiri 
rehearses in this scene aspires to dominance—over the lower-ranking 
women in his midst and over his aging, disconsolate father. And yet, 
upon breaching the curtain, he blurs the boundary between active and 
passive to unseat a steadfast notion of male agency. The female corpse 
might even be said to lure the men onstage to face it: figurine-still, it 
holds them there entranced. The spectacular body exerts some hold 
over the male spectators even as they besiege it. The very intensity 
of the need to view the dead body suggests a relation more complex 
than mere voyeurism. Although this relation is lopsided, to be sure, the 
corpse’s capacity to simultaneously unman Genji and invigorate Yūgiri 
speaks to its manifold performative force.
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 As the sun has not yet risen, the space behind the curtain is dark. 
“Shining” Genji, Yūgiri’s father, illuminates Murasaki by putting the 
lamp next to her since the natural light is too dim.40 The intensification 
of light by artificial means in this scene deserves note. After all, it is not 
that there is no light whatsoever, but rather that the natural light pres-
ent is insufficient to satisfy the men’s appetite. For Yūgiri, the opportu-
nity to see Murasaki fully exposed has arrived at long last and there is 
no time to waste in fulfilling his desire to get a nice long look—dawn 
cannot come fast enough. Thus the oil lamp: the artificial light with 
which to sate a desire not only to see but to take in as much as pos-
sible with utmost clarity. That the lamp sits “with its wick raised high” 
suggests that its light shines especially bright and allows prolonged 
scrutiny as the lengthened wick burns down. Furthermore, given the 
scene’s erotic subtext, the extended wick reads as a phallic image of 
male arousal piqued upon encountering the exposed cadaver.
 Genji takes up his position beside the body, setting down the lamp 
to stake a claim as the principal mourner and bearer of first rights of 
inspection. He so longs to look that he loses himself in the process. 
When Yūgiri joins his father in looking, “It seemed as though [Genji] 
didn’t even have a strong mind to conceal [the body].”41 This moment 
marks a turning point in Genji’s relationship with Yūgiri and in the nar-
rative more broadly. It is crucial to keep in mind that in not concealing 
the corpse “anagachi ni” 強ちに (selfishly, single-mindedly, unreason-
ably, forcibly), Genji makes a radical break with habit. To contextualize 
this change, we need to take a brief step back to consider Yūgiri’s first 
glimpse of Murasaki. When Yūgiri first sees Murasaki—at fifteen; he is 
thirty now—she enthralls his teenage mind:

He could see straight through to a lady seated in the aisle room. There was 
no mistaking her nobly warm and generous beauty: she looked like a lovely 
mountain cherry tree in perfect bloom, emerging from the mists of a spring 
dawn. The breath of her enchantment seemed irresistibly to perfume his 
face even as he watched. . . . She was nothing less than extraordinary. For 
some reason she smiled to devastating effect when the wind blew the blinds 
in. . . . He could not take his eyes off her, despite also the varied charms 
of her women, and he knew now how right his father had been, in case 

40 光もおぼつかなければ. Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 173.
41 あながちに隠さんの御心もおぼされぬなめり. Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 173.
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 precisely this should happen, to keep him well away from a lady who could 
not fail to trouble anyone who saw her. (p. 488)

 Whereas Genji has in the past fastidiously kept Murasaki out of 
sight from his son, grief now causes him to relax his guard.42 His sov-
ereign role as husband, which was characterized in part by the pro-
hibition of other men—his son included—seeing his favorite wife, 
now dissolves. He is no longer of a mind to protect her and as a result 
becomes less vigilant in his concealment. What is more, Genji’s deci-
sion not only to share this view with his son but to amplify the sight 
of his wife’s corpse with the lamp signals a willingness both to permit 
and, moreover, to stimulate scopic desire for his son’s benefit. Genji lit-
erally passes the torch, conferring powers of surveillance to his male 
heir through the intimate procedure of corpse viewing.
 Genji “can tell that it is all over” (限りのさまはしるかりけるこそ), 
but Yūgiri’s fixation has just been revitalized by the lamp’s glare against 
Murasaki’s bare skin.43 This scene takes place in autumn, inside a dark, 
quiet room, rather than outside on a blustery spring afternoon. Yūgiri 
nevertheless tries hard to recapture some of the rapturous synesthetic 
pleasure he felt as a teen upon spying Murasaki. Genji shields his own 
eyes with his sleeve, but Yūgiri, though also aggrieved, “blinked hard so 
as to look longer” (しゐてしぼりあけて見たてまつるに中々飽かず).44 
Relative to the sensorial eruption of his first glimpse, this viewing con-
text leaves something to be desired, leading Yūgiri to compensate for 
the paucity of sound, scent, and motion by looking harder. The term 
“shiwite” 強ゐて recapitulates the forcible subtext of “anaga chi ni” 強
ちに, used to describe Genji’s flagging strength to hide Murasaki any 
longer.
 We can read Yūgiri’s insistent style of staring as signifying the 
extent to which his desire to revisit the past exceeds any sadness per 
se. He blinks hard, squinting to bring the corpse into focus, but this 
focused intent itself stems from a melancholic desire to refabricate an 

42 For other interpretations, see John R. Wallace, “Anxiety of Erotic Longing and Mura-
saki Shikibu’s Aesthetic Vision,” Japan Review 10 (1998): 11–14; and Aileen Gatten, “Death 
and Salvation in Genji Monogatari,” in New Leaves: Studies and Translations of Japa nese Lit-
erature in Honor of Edward Seidensticker, ed. Aileen  Gatten and Anthony Hood  Chambers  
(Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, 1993), pp. 5–28. 

43 The Tale of Genji, p. 760; Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 174.
44 The Tale of Genji, p. 760; Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 174. Alternate translation: “keeps 

on looking, without getting his fill.” 
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image akin to the one that overwhelmed him more than a decade past. 
“Long[ing] for her soul to come back into her body,” Yūgiri stares at 
the exquisite corpse, making up for the lost time of concealment with 
a magnified concentration: “repression not only separates, but also has 
to preserve carefully, although in the unconscious, the wish the ego can 
only represent as an ‘exquisite corpse’ lying somewhere inside it; the 
ego looks for this exquisite corpse continually in the hope of one day 
reviving it.”45
 The lamp drawn close to the unguarded corpse fuels Yūgiri’s crav-
ing to objectify and consume the female body—without an inkling of 
accountability to the female subject. The more he stares, the better he 
is able to pry this physical incarnation into alignment with his nostalgic 
mental image. Coupled with this visual intensity, Yūgiri’s advisement 
against having Murasaki’s hair cut allows him to indulge a melancholic 
fantasy in which the present loss is forced to mime the past’s efflores-
cence. In this way, melancholia has forcibly misread Murasaki’s corpse 
to recoup it as a legible substitute for lapsed sensation.
 This forcible misreading on Yūgiri’s part represents a will to control 
the lost love-object that aligns with Freud’s account of melancholia’s 
symptoms. Specifically, in making the distinction between mourning 
and melancholia, Freud notes that, although melancholia “borrows 
some of its features from mourning,” it can manifest as an obsessional 
neurosis that “gives a pathological cast to mourning and forces it to 
express itself in the form of self-reproaches.”46 These reproaches, how-
ever, only conceal “a satisfaction of trends of sadism and hate which 
relate to an object” insofar as “the melancholic’s erotic cathexis in 
regard to his object . . . under the influence of the conflict due to ambiv-
alence, has been carried back to the stage of sadism which is nearer to 
that conflict.”47 The enclosed space in which Murasaki’s corpse pallet 
sits figures its own “stage of sadism” under Yūgiri’s gaze. Even though 
he does not exhibit the self-reproach Freud describes—which Genji 
exudes—we can nevertheless read in Yūgiri’s voyeuristic insistence his 
disregard for Murasaki’s dying wish to have her hair cut and his desire 

45 Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok, The Shell and the Kernel: Renewals of Psychoanaly-
sis, trans. Nicholas T. Rand (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), p. 118. 

46 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” pp. 250–51. 
47 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” pp. 251–52. I am very grateful to an anonymous 

reader for highlighting this connection.
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to ensure that her figure hews close to the childhood vision he cher-
ishes, a brand of obsession laced with sadism. 
 To not cut her hair because “she would only be more painful to 
look at” (p. 760) seeks to justify misogyny on self-absorbed aesthetic 
grounds. By this logic, Yūgiri effectively loves Murasaki too much to let 
her die the way she wants to. This concern for his own comfort (and 
his father’s) over Murasaki’s, coupled with a simultaneous attention to 
executing her mourning rituals with propriety, attests to an ambiva-
lence of the sort Freud describes. And yet, viewing this ambivalence 
within the domain of patriarchal domination dispatches any friction: 
mourning endows Yūgiri with a newfound jurisdiction that overrides 
Murasaki’s aspiration as nonviable. Consequently, he exercises a mas-
culine dominance that discards her sincerest ambition as absurd—not 
by the logic of argument, but by the logic of sheer force.
 Melancholic violence of this sort attests to what Judith Butler calls 
the “social regulation of psychic life” and foregrounds “how psychic 
and social domains are produced in relation to one another. As such, 
melancholy offers potential insight into how the boundaries of the 
social are instituted and maintained.”48 Yūgiri’s behavior confirms this 
psychosocial correlation insofar as his aristocratic male entitlement 
disables his desire—and even his ability—to accept her dying request 
as reasonable. Male regulation of female death through mourning ritu-
als thus testifies to how deeply patriarchy can impair men’s capacity to 
reflect on their actions and foreclose women’s capacity to act on their 
thoughts.
 Gender inscribes one especially powerful social boundary, one 
that in this case is policed by patriarchal structures to grant the priv-
ilege to determine how Murasaki’s corpse should be handled exclu-
sively to the men who have taken custody of it: Yūgiri, Genji, and the 
monks who supervise cremation. The social domain of patriarchal 
domination, then, does at least two things in this scene. First, it stokes 
a homosocial rapport among these men of varying age and rank. Sec-
ond, it endorses—and explains—Yūgiri’s blend of filial sympathy, lust, 
and heartlessness. This blend constitutes a melancholic response to 
the competing constraints he feels, not from Murasaki, but from those 
male mourners whose feelings matter more: his father and himself.

48 Judith Butler, The Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection (Stanford, CA: Stan-
ford University Press, 1997), p. 167.
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 That Yūgiri’s compassion lands with Genji (and himself) over 
Murasaki distinguishes his melancholic pathology from his father’s. 
Genji’s childhood trauma of losing his mother accounts for this differ-
ence. Freud’s description of melancholic mourning, with its “regular 
alternation of melancholic and manic phases,” suggests that pedagog-
ical rituals aimed at developing manhood might represent a way to 
work through unresolved grief over traumatic separation from the 
feminine.49 This notion of traumatic male loss of the feminine conse-
quently links Genji’s mother’s death and that of Murasaki, her final sur-
rogate. For indeed, in losing Murasaki, Genji loses the last link in the 
substitutive chain of women that has kept the brutal truth of all his dis-
avowed female deaths from ultimately breaking him. 
 Beyond this consequence, though, we observe that Yūgiri’s lack 
of comparable trauma fosters a style of masculinity that departs from 
Genji’s. This departure is evidenced by the son’s boosted energy and 
prominence while the father drowns in anguish. By this point in the 
tale, just before his death, Genji has climbed from a jilted would-be 
emperor at birth to the most powerful position in the realm and father 
to both an emperor and an empress. And yet Murasaki’s death shatters 
him, draining any hint of former swagger. Butler’s account of dominion 
helps contextualize Genji’s depletion: “Unowned and incomplete, mel-
ancholia is the limit to the subject’s sense of pouvoir, its sense of what it 
can accomplish and, in that sense, its power. Melancholia rifts the sub-
ject, marking a limit to what it can accommodate.”50 Melancholia has 
fractured Genji’s ego such that the patriarchal supremacy he unequivo-
cally possesses now feels hollow. This melancholy, rife as it is with self-
abasement, paves the way for Yūgiri, who is hungry and all too ready 
to test the limits of what he can accomplish—vis-à-vis his father and 
Murasaki’s restrained body, in particular.
 The most striking aspect of Murasaki’s death description is the 
emphasis placed on her gleaming white face and perfectly unper-
turbed hair. It is worth noting that this motif of perfect hair also sur-
faces in other scenes in which a dead or dying woman’s appearance 
is mentioned. For example, when Aoi is attacked by a wrathful spirit 
and is about to die, she is described in the following fashion: “The hair 

49 Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” p. 253.
50 Butler, The Psychic Life of Power, p. 23.
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streaming across her pillow, not a strand out of place” (ongushi no mida-
retaru suji mo naku, harahara to kakareru makura no hodo 御髪の乱れ
たる筋もなく、はらはらとかかれる枕のほど).51 Such a description 
highlights the lack of dishevelment to underscore the woman’s beau-
tifully placid countenance. When considered within the context of 
Yūgiri’s wistful gazing at Murasaki, however, this description assumes 
an uncanny quality because Aoi was in fact the woman who died giv-
ing birth to him. Although Yūgiri did not see his mother’s hair in this 
state, his fascination with Murasaki’s similarly arrayed tresses intimates 
a deeper melancholic confluence tethering the two women’s bodies 
within Genji’s narrative unconscious, if not Yūgiri’s own mind.
 What we should note, however, is the additional emphasis devoted 
to Murasaki’s hair, namely that the phrasing describing the related lack 
of midare 乱れ (disarray) becomes more extreme. The phrasing used 
is “tsuyu bakari midaretaru keshiki mo nau” 露ばかり乱れたるけしきも
なう, literally, “[her hair’s] appearance lacked even a dewdrop’s worth 
of disarray.”52 This intensifier indicates clearly the two women’s differ-
entiation along a scale of beauty and elegance; in this regard, Murasaki 
eclipses Aoi outright. The image of dew accentuates the sparkle of her 
hair, as “tsuyatsuya” つやつや highlights its silky sheen. Taken together, 
they produce an “impression of limitless beauty” (utsukushigenaru 
sama zo kagirinaki うつくしげなるさまぞ限りなき)—tipped over the 
top by an emphatic particle, “zo” ぞ.53
 The utter lack of midare represents a total absence of disarray—as 
corporeal decay, dissent, or movement more broadly. The supernatu-
rally smooth polish reflects a prolonged history of discipline that this 
interval of harsh staring concludes. In this venue, we are invited to 
recall the Murasaki who entered the tale running, sobbing—the one 
who hated to have her gorgeous hair combed—and compare her to this 
“husk” (kara, 殻 or 骸): inanimate, overexposed, with hair that bears 
no trace of that former girl’s wayward energy. Moreover, the descrip-
tion of Murasaki’s “exceedingly gorgeous” (kochitaku keura nite こち
たくけうらにて) visage foregrounds a shift in texture that carries gen-
dered consequences for the ways in which men mentor one another.54

51 The Tale of Genji, p. 176; Genji monogatari, v. 19, p. 310.
52 Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 174.
53 Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 174.
54 Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 174.
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Homosocial Instruction and  
the Serviceable Female Corpse

The deathbed becomes a site at which to consider attempts to stabilize 
desire through a pointed assessment of the corpse’s functional value 
within processes of recollection or release. Highlighting the gendered 
violence that suffuses the desire to mourn Murasaki allows us to exam-
ine her serviceability in life and death. Let us therefore reconsider the 
issue of pedagogy beyond the matter of Murasaki’s childhood training 
and maneuver from a melancholic heterosexual orientation to theorize 
mourning’s homosocial tendencies.
 Readers witness in the cadaver-viewing scene a gesture of mourn-
ing performed as an act of reading. Mourning establishes a new frame 
through which to visually access and respond to the corpse. But this 
response can take a variety of forms, based on the onlooker’s desires 
and the legibility of the dead body. Indeed, a range of desires compete 
for dominance at this unsettling site, as the body’s exposure makes lust 
and grief commingle. For Genji, the corpse forces upon him a realiza-
tion that Murasaki is forever gone; the departure of his dearest surro-
gate leaves him no option but to mourn. For Yūgiri, though, Murasaki 
is illegible as a subject. The husklike cadaver occludes Murasaki’s sub-
jectivity; hollow and inert, the exquisite corpse only kindles his melan-
cholic urge to re-envision her image as it once appeared.
 The dead husk of a body has its raw lack of meaning, its emptied 
capacity for signification, forcefully disambiguated in the mourning 
scene. The brightness of the lamp used by the male courtiers to illu-
minate Murasaki’s cadaver emphasizes a heightened desire for clarity 
and the illusion of stability it projects. At the same time, the practice of 
staring at the corpse recalls the form of the “Contemplation of Impu-
rity” (fujōkan 不浄観), in which (male) Buddhist practitioners medi-
tate on a (female) putrefying body to recognize its impermanence and 
steel themselves against its charms.55 Only in this case, the body does 
not rot, instead only absorbing father and son further. 

55 For more on this practice in medieval setsuwa 説話, see Charlotte D. Eubanks, 
 Miracles of Book and Body: Buddhist Textual Culture and Medieval Japan (Berkeley: Uni-
versity of California Press, 2011), pp. 102–5. Norma Field adds, “Yūgiri’s gesture is at once 
devotional and blasphemous: he adores a saint and desecrates a corpse.” Splendor of Long-
ing, p. 197.
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 Although the language used to describe Murasaki’s and Aoi’s 
serene hair is similar, it is also important to note at this juncture that 
Murasaki’s body does not show the postmortem signs of death that 
Aoi’s does. In Aoi’s case, the spirit possession made it difficult to tell if 
she was actually still alive or dead; hence three days had to pass until 
signs appeared on the body to confirm that she had really died.56 That 
Murasaki’s body does not manifest the same signs of decomposition 
that Aoi’s does suggests the former woman’s relative purity, or even 
saintliness. At the same time, however, we should remember that Yūgiri 
has the body burned the day after Murasaki passes. In other words, he 
does not wait to experience firsthand the spoilage of his ideal impres-
sion of Murasaki. With this swift refusal, her corpse is not granted 
the time required to rot, and any potential perception of impurity is 
blocked. This denial allows Yūgiri to hold onto an image of Murasaki as 
she once was, without ever having to confront death’s uglier truths or 
endure the encounter with attrition that his father does.
 The two men’s rapt staring also foregrounds the asymmetry of their 
exposing the static corpse. By flanking and staring down at the well-lit 
pallet on which her corpse rests, Genji and Yūgiri assert their domi-
nance over Murasaki’s literal body while also reinforcing its pivotal 
position within a larger circuit of patrilineal succession and exchange. 
Genji and Yūgiri’s difference in status as senior and junior courtiers, 
usually marked distinctly, fades momentarily as they commune over 
the female corpse. Murasaki’s death unites them, not as courtiers, but 
instead as fraternal mourners privy to parallel shades of longing. It is 
precisely the postmortem subordination of Murasaki’s serviceable 
corpse that enables this dissolution of hierarchy between the men as 
they promote each other’s interests. 
 What stood as a gaping aporia has been effectively paved over and 
appropriated by a logic of fraternity, with mourning lending the pretext 
for the mute body’s reclamation into this homosocial scope. In speak-

56 Tanaka Takako reads this detail alongside the historical practice of waiting three 
days to hold funeral services. She also contextualizes the discrepancy between Aoi’s and 
Murasaki’s deaths within a broader literary timespan, observing that corpse depictions 
grow increasingly gruesome: beatific depictions of dead bodies in Genji morph into fetid 
corpses by Konjaku monogatari 今昔物語 (1120). See Tanaka Takako 田中貴子, “Fuhai 
suru shitai: shitai no hyōshō no tōzai hikaku wo mezashite” 腐敗する死体: 死体の表
象の東西比較をめざして, Kyōto gobun 京都語文, no. 16 (2009): 25–27; for mention of 
women as “creating opportunities for fujōkan,” see pp. 27–28.
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ing of mourning in this way, I am abbreviating Freud’s formulation 
of mourning with an emphasis on its directional quality: as a largely 
direct, sequential progression from a space of disorienting lack to a 
stable ground of closure. The interruption symbolized by Mura saki’s 
passing is smoothly subsumed into an opportunity for the patrilineal 
transmission of male prerogatives. Even as an emblem of absence, the 
act of mourning nonetheless allows the husk to become an activated 
channel through which male bonds flourish.
 The gap opened by Murasaki’s death occasions a redoubled asser-
tion of the masculine privilege to look without being seen, the panoptic 
configuration according to which power asymmetrically posits bodies 
as objects of knowledge. In this sense, the husk serves not merely as a 
vessel but as an aperture through which to focus desires for undying 
gratification. The standard erotic trope of “peeking through the fence” 
(kaimami 垣間見) is thus revised here without shame or secrecy, as not 
one but two male gazes fasten Murasaki’s corpse to the site where it can 
be pored over with utmost leisure. Huddled together, with the curtain 
peeled back, Yūgiri and Genji steal their final, fullest look at Murasaki, 
consuming her barren female body to refresh fraternal ties. Beneath the 
lamp’s callous flame, their mourning bleeds into a lurid act of reading.
 Granted, Genji and Yūgiri read with different styles. Compared 
to Genji’s resignation, Yūgiri’s avid gazing seems less sincerely mourn-
ful than his father’s response. Even though it is Murasaki’s body that 
is exposed, in his overpowering grief Genji becomes vulnerable, more 
susceptible to be moved, and therefore prone to have his melancholic 
proclivities altered by an encounter with the corpse of his beloved. 
In Genji’s compromised state, Murasaki’s corpse disabuses him of his 
most comfortable reading habits and preempts the melancholic dis-
simulations that have spurred them. To the extent that he has been 
driven to confront his habituated approach to producing meaning as 
impracticable, Genji has been forced to mourn the legible: he must 
abandon the most recognizable and familiar routines of thought and 
action in order to live on in the wake of what has perished.
 Yūgiri, by contrast, feels little more than a superficial tinge of 
regret, thus his inclination to look harder as Genji turns away. The dis-
orienting vulnerability that compels Genji to read Murasaki’s corpse 
to transformative effect is foreign to Yūgiri. Unlike Genji, he experi-
ences no destabilizing risk and prefers to stare instead of to read. Or 
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rather, he opts to misread the lifeless husk as a vibrant icon, overload-
ing it with light to make it shine as he imagines it should. The scopic 
pleasure attending this mournful reading is no less salient for being bit-
tersweet—more bitter for Genji and sweeter for Yūgiri, in this case. 
 Despite its pathetic character, this ardent perusal entails a  subtle 
violence that might pass unseen if we were to bask in the scene’s sur-
face in lieu of examining the gendered politics of regarding death. 
This instance of mourning contributes vitally to the consolidation 
of relationships among men. Specifically, it represents a juncture at 
which viewing the dead female body reinvigorates a waning solidarity 
between Yūgiri and Genji. In reading the corpse alongside the  bodies 
of other subjected protagonists, like Onna San no Miya 女三宮 or 
Kashiwagi, we shift attention from the spectacle of sheer presence—
that of the cold, mute body of Murasaki—to the process of exchange at 
work beneath grief ’s veil. If we understand such a narrative depiction 
as a rhetorical operation, one designed to produce particular effects on 
a group of readers through recourse to a palette of techniques, then it 
becomes important to consider the processes according to which the 
portrayal solicits sympathy and attempts to hold attention.
 Along these lines, reading Murasaki’s body as having been con-
sistently subject to masculine demands of serviceability—in life and 
death—prompts us to develop a critical genealogy of narrative spec-
tacle that emphasizes its stakes and the cultural work it performs. 
This genealogy would expose the privations wrought by the system of 
desires designed to discipline this female body—the means of produc-
tion, in other words. This genealogy would enable an exploration of 
the violent objectifications witnessed to question the logic according 
to which characters such as Genji and Yūgiri actively subject bodies 
like these in order, first, to sustain their own subjectivity and, by exten-
sion, to uphold the broader Heian patriarchal system.
 Genji’s sharing of an intimate scrutiny of Murasaki with Yūgiri 
cements the two men’s paternal bond, but only over and through her 
dead body. Looking here involves a process of recognizing the sever-
ance of Genji’s romantic ties to her at the same time that it employs this 
newly evacuated body as an “empty husk” through which to solidify 
 Genji’s patrilineal connection to his legitimate son. The entitlements of 
courtly manhood accrue to the male offspring as time before the dead 
body passes. The law of the father is reinscribed through the gesture of 
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gazing at an illumined female corpse that, “sh[ining] very white” (ito 
shiroku hikaru いと白く光る), can only reflect, not refuse.57 Moreover, 
this final mourning act allows Yūgiri to uphold and extend his father’s 
legacy, taking up the mantle Genji cedes at the transformative moment 
of coming to terms with the death of his beloved.
 This scene represents not just an occasion for mourning but a piv-
otal moment at which the deathbed becomes a didactic site. For the 
homosocial staring Genji and Yūgiri share in itself serves as a kind of 
training, an impartation of the prerogative to lay eyes upon what has 
until now been withheld from view. This is a moment in which the 
trope of kaimami gazing is revamped to accommodate Genji’s new 
paternal ambition: the desire to show his son how to stare at a female 
body properly. For all intents and purposes, this objectification of the 
female corpse represents a teaching moment in which patriarchal own-
ership can be rehearsed and passed on—without risk for either teacher 
or pupil. The patina of heartache helps obscure the prolonged encoun-
ter’s violence, which stands out once we put the ardent sentimental-
ity of the portrayal aside. This scene demonstrates how mourning and 
eros can collude to subject a female body even in death, blending as 
they do here to reinforce a male homosocial bond.
 The viewed body’s lack of consciousness allows the scene to pre-
serve a portion of its kaimami eroticism while softening the onus that 
typically attends the act of stealing glimpses of a sex-partner-to-be. The 
space of Murasaki’s deathbed connotes an abundance of intimacy and 
safety, with none of the heightened intrigue of the illicit or possibility 
for sexual misfire usually germane to Heian courtship. This is an espe-
cially opportune place and time to teach Yūgiri how to exert his gaze, 
as he can do so unhindered (by either the errant mulberry bush block-
ing full view or by another lecherous competitor), free from poten-
tial censure, and under the solicitous eye of the legendary paramour 
who sired him. And what better setting for the transmission of a father-
to-son inheritance—this dominative mode of looking—than the site 
where the female body situated between father and son exits the pic-
ture once and for all?58

57 The Tale of Genji, p. 761; Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 174.
58 Matsui Kenji reads Genji and Yūgiri’s encounter with Murasaki’s corpse as a per-

verse violation, with her hair’s condition connoting an “untamed purity” that is related to 
her childlike innocence. See Matsui Kenji, “Murasaki no ue no saigo no kao: ‘Minori’ no 
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 It is in this light that we should extend our general sense of Genji’s 
tutelary relationship with Murasaki. To be sure, in no other relation-
ship depicted in the text does the enterprise of teaching—figured in 
this tale as a process of acculturating and shaping another according 
to one’s personal whim—carry such an uncannily erotic tone. What 
is remarkable in this scene, though, is the extent to which Murasaki 
maintains her value as an object of tutelage even after she has passed 
on: her usefulness outlives her consciousness. We might even hear crit-
ical overtones in the text’s description of her body as a “husk,” for such 
wording opens a space in which to examine the implications of Mura-
saki’s function in the narrative. She is a receptacle for Genji’s affections 
at the same time that she also serves as a living repository for his cul-
tural affectations and aspirations.
 Described as “an empty husk,” the Murasaki seen in death raises 
the possibility that she was at some level always an empty vessel prone 
to be imbued with external designs and serviceable to desires other 
than her own. She has arguably never participated in a fully reciprocal 
relationship with Genji, despite his fondness for her. Their rapport was 
less reflexive than reflective. Emplaced within Genji’s residence and 
polished to his whim, Murasaki serves as a looking glass that casts back 
what is placed before it—which is to say, the reciprocity Genji imag-
ined to have existed reveals itself to be a hollow figment.
 The corpse-viewing scene’s wording underscores the fact that this 
“husk” status is in fact not new; it has typified Murasaki’s existence 
since the moment Genji first laid eyes on her. His desire for her has, in a 
certain way, always been tied to a desire to fill: to teach, inculcate mores, 
and to instill in her a regard for him through which he might bask 
reflexively in the coddled myth of his own incandescence. Granted, 
heterosexual intercourse is the most literal form that this desire to fill 
takes. However, we should note that the narrative marks such a simple 
penetration as sophomoric at best. The true mark of refinement rests 
in having the patience—and the unabashedly narcissistic ambition—
to let this literal insertion mature into a fuller, metaphorical reflection 
of Genji’s own artistic brilliance. If we indulge in a romantic reading of 

maki no shi wo megutte” 紫の上の最期の顔: 「御法」巻の死をめぐって, Genji kenkyū 
源氏研究 6 (2001): 99, 101.
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Murasaki’s passing, which might inadvertently support a sympathetic 
reading of Genji’s problematic educational project, then the husk’s 
emptiness suggests that all of Genji’s painstaking work has come to 
naught, inviting us to acknowledge the fact of that loss keenly.
 But we should not forget that this loss of life is also, significantly, a 
loss of work: Murasaki’s death signifies the disintegration of the artist’s 
masterpiece and the utter evaporation of his efforts. This is a loss that 
can only be restored by and through the emptied image: the object 
that lacks an internal substance of its own, the receptacle doll that sits 
senseless for want of its master’s meaning. Mention of the husk rein-
troduces the notion of a limitless potential, the capacity for inscription 
onto an unspoiled surface, and does so, crucially, at a moment marking 
the onset of Genji’s irrevocable decline.
 At the same time, though, our sympathy for the virtuoso’s ruined 
efforts should not eclipse other forms of work. In this context, it is cru-
cial to remember that Murasaki is unique in being an official wife who 
has never borne Genji children. The husk metaphor can thus be read as 
not merely Murasaki’s spirit having left her body but also as a reference 
to a child never having grown within it. Her dead body signifies as kara 
骸, a corpselike “husk,” but also by homophone kara 空, which implies 
the space of the “empty,” unproductive womb: the vexingly vacant site 
where the reproductive labor so central to the continual political proj-
ect of making male heirs takes place.
 Kara’s valence as “vacant” hits hard; Murasaki’s dead body forces 
Genji to reckon with all her death has cost him. Indeed, the term might 
signify more as a stark emptiness betraying life’s transience than a 
wholesale condemnation of Murasaki’s childlessness. For while kara’s 
invocation at this tragic juncture highlights Murasaki’s status as both a 
vessel for Genji’s fulfillment and her childless status, we should never-
theless remember the maternal role she performed for imperial chil-
dren like the Akashi Empress (Akashi no chūgū 明石中宮). This labor 
as surrogate mother for such esteemed charges overshadows the mere 
fact of childbearing to confer on Murasaki a maternal social  status 
outweighing biological maternity. Moreover, as her pristine corpse 
implies, Murasaki’s singular capacity to play foster mother while for-
swearing childbirth casts her as unimpeachably ideal: shining as simul-
taneously maternal and virginal in Genji’s and Yūgiri’s eyes.
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 Murasaki is barren in a reproductive sense even as her undefiled 
disposition aligns her with Genji’s previous fixations. As Norma Field 
observes, “Murasaki is radiantly beautiful in death, with the purity of 
childhood attributed to her again.”59 Murasaki’s reproductive lack in 
fact allows her to serve as a purer symbol precisely because, by not hav-
ing children, she avoids the privileged privation of motherhood’s soci-
etal expectations. On the one hand, she escapes the maternal demands 
that might taint her singular innocence with the dirty work germane to 
Heian childbearing’s political function. On the other hand, Murasaki 
nevertheless becomes a better conduit for Genji’s compulsions by vir-
tue of this procreative absence.
 However, bound by the dictates of Heian reproductive politics, 
according to which fathering a son or a daughter who might birth an 
emperor were stock ambitions, these Heian courtiers seem loath to 
let that potential deficiency go untended. Consequently, we might 
read Genji and Yūgiri’s wake for Murasaki as an attempt to imbue this 
absence with meaning, to repurpose the unproductive space of the 
husk toward more useful ends. Namely, if Murasaki’s body cannot bear 
Genji an heir in life, it can at the very least help nourish his paternal 
rapport with Yūgiri in death. In this manner, masculine looking is mar-
shaled to fill a lack, with the intensity of that gazing speaking plainly 
to the desire to resolve any perceived disruption in the cycle of social 
reproduction. The men can thus more efficiently exploit—even in 
death—the generative capacities of the female body upon which the 
maintenance of patriarchal bloodlines relies. In this regard, Murasaki’s 
serviceability translates across mortality’s boundary.
 It is in precisely this context that gazing longingly at the female 
form in its nubile prime and gazing longingly at its childless remnant 
complement one another, both structurally and in terms of the acts’ 
shared erotic tenor. The first act derives its desire from its imagining a 
blank slate onto which authorial subjectivity can be projected and thus 
substantiated; the second act retrieves the fiction of that virginal space 
in order to suppress unease about the impending collapse of reigning 
norms. Whereas a more romantic interpretation might mourn Mura-
saki’s passing as a loss of poetic expression, another more critical analy-
sis might instead foreground the fact of her fatal silence as a means of 

59 Field, Splendor of Longing, p. 197.
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condemning the censoring role Genji has played since day one. Such 
a reading leads us not simply to focus on the poignancy of the death 
but rather to examine more closely the ways in which this evacuation 
of signification has been overseen from the very start by a melancholic 
patriarch.

Conclusion: Melancholia’s Inheritance
Viewing the female corpse mends masculine affinities injured by the 
cruel logic of attachments that eclipse life’s end. What Genji strug-
gles to stomach, his son soaks in, learning through inadvertent exam-
ple how to both simulate and redress his father’s bruised machismo. 
The insistence to look on Yūgiri’s part demonstrates that he has inter-
nalized the enduring habits of his father. Where Genji once “insisted 
on having a look” (semete mitamaeba せめて見たまへば) at Murasa-
ki’s childish writing, Yūgiri now “blink[s] hard so as to look closer” at 
her mature corpse.60 Poised above Murasaki’s prone body, Yūgiri can 
become a man through a practice of penetrative scrutiny premised on 
mourning. Adopting aspects of his father’s melancholic posture, he 
now makes his entrance into full-fledged manhood across the thresh-
old marked by Murasaki’s outstretched corpse.
 Here we need to recall how cautiously Genji barred Yūgiri from 
viewing Murasaki when the boy was younger: Yūgiri “was making off 
again for fear of being noticed when Genji . . . opened the inner slid-
ing panel and entered the room. ‘What a horrible, maddening wind! 
Get your shutters down. There must be men about, and anyone could 
see you’” (p. 488). Resembling Freud’s account of Oedipal prohibition, 
the severity of this injunction primes the explosive desire for Murasaki 
that the impressionable Yūgiri experienced then. Now that mourning 
has sapped Genji’s vigilance, his son is free to refresh his own voyeuris-
tic prerogative. This mourning scene thus hosts a transfer of masculine 
entitlement. Namely, the predominantly masculine aesthetic ritual of 
gazing at feminine beauty, figured most recognizably in the schema of 
kaimami, is here absorbed within mourning’s framework. Yūgiri sympa-
thizes with Genji; even so, he tries to resist overly identifying with his 
newly unmanned father. In the process, a mourning ritual is refashioned 

60 The Tale of Genji, p. 108; Genji monogatari, v. 19, p. 196.
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to induce connoisseurship, with Yūgiri indulging aestheticism to blunt 
death’s hurt while achieving his long-held desire to again view Mura-
saki unhampered.
 It is important to understand this especially charged example 
within a broader context of father–son mentoring. For example, Genji 
delays Yūgiri’s rise in rank and sends him off to study: 

At first he planned to have his son assume the fourth rank, as everyone 
expected, but then he changed his mind. . . . “For the moment I prefer not 
to make too much of a grown-up of him too soon . . . for various reasons I 
would rather have him spend some time at the Academy. With two or three 
years before he begins his career he will come naturally to be capable of 
serving His Majesty, and by then, you see, he will be a man. I myself grew up 
in the palace and barely learned what was in a few books. I never caught the 
larger meaning even of what he so graciously taught me himself. . . . It is very 
rare for a clever son to outdo a duller father, and what then passes down the 
generations only wanders more and more perilously astray. (pp. 380–81)

This example stands out for the way Genji’s education of Yūgiri aims to 
make him a better servant of the emperor, compensate for Genji’s own 
failings, and preserve patrilineal transmission’s integrity. Other exam-
ples of similar mentoring include when Genji has Yūgiri accompany 
him as he inspects the women of Genji’s estate (pp. 490–94); advises 
him on deportment in pursuing Kumoinokari 雲居の雁 (pp. 563–
66); appoints him a judge for a concert held by Genji’s women (pp. 
638–44); and coaches him on how to seduce the Second Princess in 
the chapter immediately before “The Rites” (pp. 740–46).61 All these 
examples fit Sedgwick’s homosocial schema of “men promoting the 
interests of men” and circulate within a system of assessment and dom-
ination invested in regulating the domain of social life along patriarchal 
lines.62 
 Given this dynamic, it appears that even if Genji is too shattered 
to pass the torch with gusto, his negligence nonetheless lights the way 
for Yūgiri to hoist it. Consequently, Genji’s uncharacteristic careless-
ness imparts this mournful lesson in passing, departing from the more 
deliberate mentorship he practices toward Yūgiri earlier. We therefore 

61 I thank one of the anonymous readers for alerting me to these examples.
62 Sedgwick, Between Men, p. 3.
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note that the corpse viewing concludes a longer arc of the father-son 
relationship’s development. But contrary to these other examples, in 
which Genji seems focused on advancing his son’s career or provid-
ing worldly training, here Genji surrenders such a stance, letting Yūgiri 
take over.
 In effect, Genji’s mourning teaches Yūgiri how to be a man. This is 
not to say that Genji has perfectly mapped out a lesson plan for which 
this viewing of Murasaki’s corpse represents Yūgiri’s final exam. Rather, 
grief unmans Genji and the text’s language suggests that his willingness 
to allow his son access to Murasaki stems more from a flagging will 
to shield his beloved than from a firm wish to train his heir. And yet, 
learning can occur in ways that leak past the would-be teacher’s wishes. 
Genji’s lapse now allows Yūgiri to shadow him to the deathbed and 
gradually assume greater responsibilities. This overlapping failure and 
transmission underscores the body-viewing as a pivotal node at which 
the son exploits an opening left unguarded by his devastated father to 
educate himself and complete a rite of passage weathered by both his 
father and grandfather before him.
 The same death that has unmanned his father lets Yūgiri assume 
a new authority to manage the preliminary preparations for mourn-
ing: Yūgiri “summoned this monk and that [monk] from among the 
many who had gone to prepare for the mourning confinement, and 
he arranged whatever else was needed as well” (p. 760). He now com-
mences the funeral arrangements for his father’s wife because Genji 
cannot do so. This act signifies Yūgiri’s usurpation of power and the 
denouement of Genji’s primacy in the tale. Genji

considered allowing this tragedy to persuade him to act on his long 
cherished desire [to leave the world as a monk], but people would then 
speak ill of him for being so fainthearted, and that convinced him to bear up 
a little longer, even though he could hardly endure the suffocating pain. 
 [Yūgiri], who went into mourning confinement with him, stayed with 
him day and night and never went home at all. Compassion for his father’s 
obvious and natural despair made him wish to do everything he could to 
console him. (p. 761)

 The concern for appearing weak that Genji displays speaks to 
mourning’s capacity to threaten masculinity—or at least to compro-
mise its public enactment. What strikes me here is the way in which 
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a self-consciousness about seeming fainthearted incites a performa-
tive self-discipline in the male mourner. An anxious awareness of 
the extent to which mourning has made him vulnerable encourages 
Genji to toughen up for appearances’ sake. Although the “suffocating 
pain” (mune no seki aguru zo 胸のせきあぐるぞ) Genji endures stems 
most clearly from Murasaki’s death, it is difficult not to wonder about 
Yūgiri’s role in the smothering.63 Given the solicitous care he heaps on 
Genji in never leaving his side, Yūgiri ostensibly offers support at the 
same time that his very presence compels Genji to maintain a miser-
ably brave charade. 
 We should recognize that Yūgiri’s compassion comes tainted by a 
longing of his own. When, as a boy, he first saw Murasaki in full view, 
“he could not forget the sight he had just seen, and such startlingly 
forbidden thoughts accompanied the vision that he roused himself in 
fright to turn his mind elsewhere; but they kept returning” (p. 489). 
Now we notice a duplicity on Yūgiri’s part comparable to Genji’s: 
“Early one evening, when a stormy wind was blowing, the Commander 
thought back to the past and longingly recalled that brief glimpse of 
her. He secretly pondered her last, dreamlike moments, too, and so as 
not too clearly to betray his grief, he disguised the beads of his tears by 
counting on his rosary the call to Amida” (p. 761). Note that the desire 
to conceal grief occasions a performance, in this case a feigned chant-
ing of the Buddha’s name. Whereas Genji steels himself out of worry 
that he will seem weak, Yūgiri hides his own grief to downplay an infat-
uation with Murasaki. This preoccupation has been inherited from his 
father and stoked by the lamp-lit cadaver. It is as though the lamp has 
kindled Yūgiri’s latent desire and the time spent in mourning seclusion 
together with Genji has ripened his obsession. 
 Both men’s inflated bids to hide their true feelings bespeak mas-
culinities hobbled by grief. Significantly, however, although Mura saki’s 
death pushes Genji to finally loosen his hold on past attachments, it 
simultaneously prompts Yūgiri to redouble them, displaying separate 
dimensions of melancholia. In particular, mourning serves as a pretext 
for Yūgiri to perform a number of acts: to assume Genji’s melancholic 
burden; to mature by simulating his father’s regressive tendency; to 
indulge old fixations and exercise new powers of public and private 

63 Genji monogatari, v. 22, p. 175.
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control; and to exert subtly, through tears, a proprietary claim to his 
father’s wife who, barred from him in life, at last becomes accessible 
in death. This expropriation marks the moment when Genji comes 
undone, and it augurs his own death, in little more than one chapter 
later.
 The ways in which Murasaki’s body functions, in death especially, 
foreground a schema of homosocial exchange whose violence con-
solidates ties between men at female subjects’ expense. On this score, 
remember that Murasaki has not been entirely passive throughout 
her lifetime: she voices her displeasure at Genji’s affair with Onna San 
no Miya and dies resisting his objection to her taking Buddhist vows. 
Moreover, her refusal of Yūgiri’s unmitigated gaze in life redoubles his 
desire to leer once she has died. Under the aegis of caring propriety, 
Murasaki’s desires for escape or spiritual fulfillment are overlooked, 
even as her corpse is ogled by her male handlers. This asymmetrical 
admiration of her external form to the neglect of her inner ambition 
attests to an abiding misogyny. As portrayed in “Minori,” this misog-
yny savors the objectification of docile female bodies as a means of 
fostering a courtly Heian masculinity. Yūgiri’s mounting influence 
demonstrates the extent to which the process of reinforcing masculine 
advantage demands a style of visual connoisseurship designed to void 
the feminine object and hence to expedite a more seamless transmis-
sion of patrilineal entitlements. 
 In balancing consolation for Genji against a scopic cruelty toward 
Murasaki, at her deathbed, the boy becomes a man in his father’s mold. 
A newly earned capacity to examine the cadaver to an extent his father 
can no longer bear marks Yūgiri as an unflinching heir apparent. So, 
too, do the funeral rites whose management he inherits help fortify 
Yūgiri’s machismo. Taken together, the rituals of staring openly at Gen-
ji’s dead wife and coordinating disposal of her corpse unsheathe Yūgiri 
from his grieving father’s shadow. Lengthening his lamp’s wick in a 
silenced chamber, he pores over the woman’s lustrous corpse to pro-
cure manhood and, with it, much of Genji’s wounding expertise.


